KASCADE-Grande
Review, Recent Results, Future Endeavors
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A detailed knowledge of the energy spectrum and composition of cosmic rays (CRs) is the most important source of information for solving the riddle of the origin of CRs. The KASCADE experiment and its extension KASCADE-Grande have contributed much to the current knowledge about both the spectrum and composition in the energy range from around 1 PeV to 1 EeV. One of the most important results of the KASCADE experiment is the connection of the knee at a few PeV to a decrease in the flux of light primaries. Later, KASCADE-Grande found a knee-like structure also in the spectrum of heavy elements at around 90 PeV and an ankle-like feature in the spectrum of light elements just above 100 PeV. In this contribution a short review of the experiment will be followed by an overview on the current results on spectrum and composition of CRs and a summary of the further activities within the KASCADE-Grande collaboration related to both, data analysis and data publication.
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1. Summary of Recent Results

The KASCADE-array (Lon.: 8.4°, Lat.: 49.1°, Alt.: 110 m a.s.l) consisted of 252 detector stations organized in 16 clusters. The outer 12 clusters (gray shaded squares in Fig. 1) grouped 192 stations equipped with shielded and non-shielded scintillation detectors. This configuration made possible the separation of the number of muons \(N_\mu\) from the total number of charged particles \(N_{\text{ch}}\). Taking into account the ratio of photons to electrons and their mean energy deposit (both inferred from simulations, see [5]) it was possible to derive the number of electrons at observation level \(N_e\). The inner four clusters (blank squares in Fig. 1) have been equipped with twice the number of non-shielded scintillation detectors, but did not include shielded detectors.

Both, \(N_e\) and \(N_\mu\) are in principle sensitive to the energy of the primary particle, however, only the simultaneous usage of both observables takes the mass dependence into account. Therefore, the analysis of the KASCADE data [6] is based on the two-dimensional shower-size spectrum that is shown on the left hand side (l.h.s.) of Fig. 2. The contents of each cell may be expressed in the following way:

\[
\vec{Y} = R \vec{X}
\]

with \(\vec{Y}\) describing the reconstructed \(N_e\) and \(N_\mu\), \(\vec{X}\) being the corresponding mass and energies of the primary particles and \(R\) being the response matrix. The latter takes into account the probabilities of a particle with a specified mass and energy inducing air-showers that, due to intrinsic shower-to-shower fluctuations, span distinct areas in the two-dimensional shower-size spectrum. This spectrum gets modified by trigger- and reconstruction probabilities for such showers and by inaccuracies in the reconstruction of \(N_e\) and \(N_\mu\). Based on the response matrix, an unfolding technique can be used to solve the inverse problem of inferring the energy spectra for particles of several individual mass groups. The results for proton, helium, and carbon primaries are shown on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of Fig. 2 using QGSJet01 [7] as the hadronic interaction model. The analysis included also spectra for silicon and iron compared also to the results for another hadronic interaction model, namely SIBYLL [8] (For details see [6]).

The knee in the all-particle spectrum at around 6 PeV was commonly expected to be due to a decrease of the flux of protons. However, the KASCADE results suggest that the knee might be dominated by a knee-like structure in the energy spectrum of helium, which seems, using QGSJet01
The two-dimensional shower-size spectrum measured with KASCADE.

Right: The resulting, unfolded spectra for proton and helium together with the all-particle spectrum (See [6]).

as the hadronic interaction model, to be more abundant than protons in that energy range. If this is true, the knee of e.g. iron - in the scenario of rigidity dependent knee-positions - would be expected to be around 100 PeV, which was the upper energy limit of the KASCADE-array and was one reason for building KASCADE-Grande.

**Fig. 2.** Left: The two-dimensional shower-size spectrum measured with KASCADE.

Right: The energy spectra for all particles, light (electron-rich) and heavy (electron-poor) primaries based on the two-dimensional spectrum on the left side (See [10]).

KASCADE-Grande was located next to the KASCADE-array. The layout and the position of the scintillator-array relative to KASCADE is shown in Fig. 1. The 37 stations were equipped with non-shielded scintillation detectors only. Therefore, the shielded detectors of the KASCADE-array had to be used for the reconstruction of $N_{\mu}$.

The reconstruction of the energy is based primarily on $N_{\text{ch}}$ using the ratio of $N_{\text{ch}}$ to $N_{\mu}$ as a function of $N_{\text{ch}}$ to take into account the mass-dependence of the energy corresponding to a certain number of charged particles at ground. The two-dimensional shower-size spectrum for this analysis is shown on the l.h.s. of Fig. 3.

As explained in [9], the following formulas are used:

$$
\log_{10}(E) = \left[ a_{\text{H}} + (a_{\text{Fe}} - a_{\text{H}}) \cdot k \right] \cdot \log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}) + b_{\text{H}} + (b_{\text{Fe}} - b_{\text{H}}) \cdot k
$$

with

$$
k = \frac{\log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}/N_{\mu}) - \log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}/N_{\mu})_{\text{H}}}{\log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}/N_{\mu})_{\text{Fe}} - \log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}/N_{\mu})_{\text{H}}}$$

**Fig. 3.** Left: The two-dimensional shower size spectrum for KASCADE-Grande data.

Right: The energy spectra for all particles, light (electron-rich) and heavy (electron-poor) primaries based on the two-dimensional spectrum on the left side (See [10]).
and

\[ \log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}/N_{\text{Fe}})_{\text{He-Fe}} = c_{\text{He-Fe}} \cdot \log_{10}(N_{\text{ch}}) + d_{\text{He-Fe}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)  

The coefficients are derived using simulated showers for proton and iron primaries. The \( k \) parameter is mass sensitive, therefore, it can be used to separate the events in a light (electron-rich) and a heavy (electron-poor) mass group. This is done by comparing the measured value of \( k \) with the mean, energy-dependent values of \( k \) for simulations of showers induced by particles of five different masses. See [10, 11] for detailed descriptions of this procedure.

The results (using QGSJetII-02 [12]) are shown on the r.h.s. of Fig. 3. The all-particle spectrum shows a knee-like structure at an energy of about 80 PeV. The heavy component is defined by a separation between carbon and silicon. Its spectrum shows an even more prominent knee-like structure than in the all-particle spectrum at roughly the same energy. In combination with the KASCADE results shown in the last subsection, this is a strong indication for charge-dependent positions of the knee-like structures. At this point the exact composition of the heavy component is not known. In principle it could be dominated by e.g. silicon, therefore, the iron knee might be at a slightly higher energy. The role of the hadronic interaction model is also important in this context and will be discussed later.

Assuming the correctness of QGSJetII-02, the light component should not contain elements significantly heavier than carbon. There are hints for a recovery of the spectrum just above 100 PeV which was not found to be significant. However, the contribution of medium mass particles could mask an underlying feature in the spectra of lighter primaries.

Another analysis aimed on investigating the spectral shape of the light CR component (dominated by the contribution of light primaries), trading a slightly higher energy threshold for a larger fiducial area (28 percent larger). The reconstruction strategy was the same as before. A comparison between the results of the analysis described in the last section and this one is shown on the l.h.s. of Fig. 4. The all-particle energy spectra of both analyses are in good agreement, the result for this analysis profiting slightly from the increased statistics from both, the larger fiducial area and a larger data-set including additional 87 days of data-taking. The heavy component shown here is defined a bit differently. Instead of using a separation between carbon and silicon, the separation is chosen to be between helium and carbon. Although there are only two or three sampling points for a fit below the knee-like structure, the existence of such a feature has been confirmed. As a cross-check the light component using the same separation as before is compared to the previous result being in good agreement with each other, which is another indication that both data-sets are compatible.

Fig. 4. Left: The energy spectra for all particles, light and heavy primaries for different separations [11]. Right: The all-particle energy spectra based on four different hadronic interaction models [14].
Now, with a possible influence of medium mass particles on the structures of the spectra of light primaries being reduced, the spectrum of the enhanced light component exhibits a significant recovery just above 100 PeV. In addition the slopes of the spectrum of heavy primaries above its knee-like feature and the slope of the spectrum of light primaries below the ankle-like feature are the same. This may indicate that both originate from the same astrophysical mechanism. If one assumes that the heavy component is the end of the galactic component, it would strongly suggest that the spectrum of light particles above the ankle-like feature is of extra-galactic origin. The composition of the light component depends on which elements contribute in that energy range and again on the hadronic interaction model.

A comparison of the all-particle spectra derived using four different models is shown on the r.h.s. of Fig. 4 [13, 14]. These results are again based on the method described above. A higher energy is assigned to the same measured event, if a model predicts less electrons and/or fewer muons compared to another model. If a model predicts fewer muons, the same event will seem to stem from a heavier particle. On the other hand, the more muons are predicted, the lighter the reconstructed composition becomes. For a certain measured number of charged particles, the reconstructed energy increases with the reconstructed mass of the primary particle. This is the reason why the flux reconstructed using EPOS based simulations, which predict more muons, is lower by about 10 percent compared to the one obtained using QGSJetII-02 based simulations. As is shown in [14], the ratio of $N_{\text{ch}}$ to $N_{\mu}$ for SIBYLL is only slightly larger than the one for QGSJetII-02 simulations, therefore, the 25 percent larger flux is not caused by a smaller muon content, but predominantly by a smaller predicted number of electrons.

This has some implications regarding the influence of the hadronic interaction model on the reconstructed spectra for the separate mass groups (see Fig. 6). It is shown in [14, 15], that for a EPOS based reconstruction the flux for the light component increases relative to the QGSJetII-02 results, while the flux of the heavy component decreases. The reconstructed energy at which the “heavy-knee” occurs decreases too, due to the lower mean energy that is assigned to the events. However, this shift (66 PeV instead of 83 PeV) is not large enough that one would exclude a possible charge dependent position of this feature, especially because the exact composition of the heavy component is not clear. Both, the lower mean energy and the larger light component result in an earlier crossing of the spectra of the heavy and light component.

Using SIBYLL results in quite the opposite. Due to the slightly larger ratio of $N_{\text{ch}}$ to $N_{\mu}$, one would expect a smaller light component, maybe something between the light components shown in Fig. 4 for the separation between carbon and helium and for the separation on helium. Indeed, the slope towards higher energies is less steep than the slope of the light component for QGSJetII-02. The flux, however, is larger, because of larger values for the mean reconstructed energy, which overcompensates the shift of measured events to the heavy mass group. The latter shows a knee-like structure that is shifted only slightly towards higher energies compared to QGSJetII-02 (91 PeV instead of 83 PeV).

An unfolding analysis like the one mentioned in the last section has also been performed for KASCADE-Grande data [16]. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The zenith angular range had been restricted to the interval from 0 to 18° (The standard range used for most analyses spans 0 to 40°). The respective decrease of the number of measured events impacted the analysis, especially at higher energies, where the number of events is already small to begin with. This is the main reason why this analysis stops at just above 100 PeV. For iron the systematic uncertainties are comparatively small and the knee-like structure observed in the analyses mentioned earlier is also visible here. For silicon the picture is not so clear. Due to the large systematic uncertainties a knee-like structure seems to be possible, but it is not immediately obvious. Interestingly, the proton spectrum hints at a possible recovery at around $10^{16.5}$ eV. There were hints on such a structure in the spectrum of the light component in other KASCADE-Grande based analyses. Unfortunately the spectra do not reach
far enough beyond 100 PeV to see how the proton and helium spectra evolve at higher energies and to get another hint at a possible composition around the ankle-like feature shown in Fig 4. It has to be stressed, that the complications based on the hadronic interaction models apply to this analysis, too.

Summarizing the results, a charge dependent connection of the knee-like structures in the spectra for individual masses and mass groups seems to be likely. However, due to the uncertainties in the composition it is not possible to exclude other scenarios. Possible scenarios that would result in charge dependent knee-positions include charge dependent acceleration mechanisms and the possibility of charge dependent leakage of CRs from our galaxy [17]. Both scenarios imply that beyond the proton knee, the contribution of light elements should become less important towards higher energies. This seems to be the case no matter which hadronic interaction model is used. More importantly the slopes of the spectra above the knee-like structures in the light and heavy components match, indicating that they may have the same astrophysical origin. If the charge dependence is indeed caused by a leakage of CRs from our galaxy, the incoming new component found in the spectrum of light elements could be of extragalactic origin. The most important result of the studies on the role of hadronic interaction models was that the existence of these features do not depend on the hadronic interaction model used. The interpretation might change, however, due to different abundances and slightly different energies at which the features occur.

2. Future Endeavors

Currently there are several analyses being performed. Using the KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande arrays, upper limits on the diffuse gamma ray flux are obtained [18]. Results for KASCADE-Grande are shown on the r.h.s. of Fig. 6. An update for KASCADE and a search for point-sources is also in the making.

Directly related to the problem of validity of the hadronic interaction models is an analysis that investigates the use of another observable, namely S500, for the reconstruction of the primary energy [19]. It is based on the assumption that, for the KASCADE-Grande array, the lateral density distributions for all elements cross at a distance of around 500 meters from the shower-core (Fig. 7, left plot). The density at this distance is, therefore, independent of the mass of the primary particle and its value is sensitive to the energy of the cosmic particle. This study includes a comparison to the other approaches.

An analysis that is currently in the process of being published, studies the attenuation of muons and charged particles in the Earth’s atmosphere. This is especially interesting for cross-checking hadronic interaction models. It is based on the idea of constant-intensity that assumes a flux of CRs that is isotropic in zenith angle. The number of muons measured for a certain primary particle is de-
Fig. 6. Left: Energy spectra for light and heavy mass groups obtained using four different hadronic interaction models. (See [15]).
Right: Upper limits on the diffuse gamma ray flux relative to the measured CR flux (See [18]).

Fig. 7. Left: The lateral distributions for simulated proton and iron showers (See [19]).
Right: The muon attenuation length for measured data compared to simulations for four hadronic interaction models. (For both, see [20]).

Increasing with increasing zenith angle, however, the same intensity corresponds to the same primary energy. Therefore, the shift in $N_i$ for the same cosmic ray intensity but different zenith angles corresponds to the attenuation of muons in the atmosphere. Some of the results are shown in Fig. 7. The errorbars are the combined systematic and statistical uncertainties. It is obvious that none of the four models correctly describes the observed attenuation length [20].

Another analysis aims at combining the KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande arrays right at the beginning of the reconstruction procedures. The number of charged particles and the number of muons is the result of a fit to the lateral densities measured by both detector setups. Therefore, events located in the Grande array gain additional 252 density measurements and events located in the KASCADE array gain 37 additional measurements and, more importantly, measurements at a larger distance to the shower core. This results in a higher accuracy of the reconstructed shower observables. In addition to that, a larger fiducial area can be selected as is shown in Fig. 1 as a solid line. It is by a factor of around 1.9 larger than the standard KASCADE-Grande area. The goal of this analysis is to obtain one, consistent energy spectrum for the combined energy-range from about $10^{15}$ to $10^{18}$ eV and possibly even down towards $10^{14}$ eV for events within a sub-KASCADE area selection (the four
Last, but not least, the KASCADE-Grande Collaboration is developing a webportal that aims to provide easy and open access to reconstructed events that have been measured by the KASCADE-Grande experiment, including detailed information on the experiments’ layout and example analyses meant to be an entry point for interested students. The project is called “KASCADE Cosmic Ray Data Centre” (KCDC) [21] and it currently provides 160 million events measured by the KASCADE-array and the hadron calorimeter. In total 18 observables are available for each event. These include environmental observables like the temperature and air pressure, information on measurement time, the core-position, arrival direction as well as information on the electron-, muon-, and hadron-content of the shower.

The number of events and the number of observables per event is going to increase during the next releases. For the future, the publication of KASCADE-Grande measurements and possibly of measurements from experiments that have been running alongside KASCADE-Grande, e.g. LOPES [22] and CROME [23] is planned. To make it easier for other experiments to publish their data, the software of KCDC will be made open-source in the future.
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